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This paper analyzes the characteristics of packet losses in 
mobile computing environments based on the Gilbert 
model and then describes a mechanism that can recover the 
lost audio packets using redundant data. Using information 
periodically reported by a receiver, the sender dynamically 
adjusts the amount and offset values of redundant data 
with the constraint of minimizing the bandwidth 
consumption of wireless links. Since mobile computing 
environments can be often characterized by frequent and 
consecutive packet losses, loss recovery mechanisms need to 
deal efficiently with both random and consecutive packet 
losses. To achieve this, the suggested mechanism uses 
relatively large, discontinuous exponential offset values. 
That gives the same effect as using both the sequential and 
interleaving redundant information. To verify the 
effectiveness of the mechanism, we extended and 
implemented RTP/RTCP and applications. The experimental 
results show that our mechanism, with an exponential offset, 
achieves a remarkably low complete packet loss rate and 
adapts dynamically to the fluctuation of the packet loss 
pattern in mobile computing environments. 
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I. Introduction 

In these days, there is an increasing demand for efficient 
realtime multimedia service in both the wired and wireless Internet 
[1]-[6]. Traditionally, realtime transport protocol/realtime transport 
control protocol (RTP/RTCP) [6] has been widely used as a 
transportation mechanism of the realtime multimedia data on 
the wired Internet. By assigning a sequence number and 
timestamp to each packet, RTP/RTCP allows the receiver to 
efficiently deal with packet loss, out-of-order arrival, and jitter. 
However, we cannot avoid the loss of realtime data due to 
network congestion and errors. A number of packet loss 
recovery schemes have been widely studied in the wired 
Internet [1], [4], [7], [8]. Notice that in RTP/RTCP, the receiver 
only needs to replay the transmitted data with the same time 
interval used in the data generation process [7]. 

The use of RTP/RTCP in the wireless mobile Internet makes 
the packet loss recovery process more difficult and complex to 
solve. Wireless links have a high packet loss rate and limited 
bandwidth, and even the allocated bandwidth in a cell varies 
over time. Many mobile customers often experience frequent 
disconnections caused by physical barriers or handoffs. These 
are also one of the major causes of packet losses, especially in 
the realtime data transmission. The mobile computing 
environment also has varying traffic characteristics according 
to the terminal mobility or changes in the wireless links. 
Because of these characteristics, the mobile computing 
environment has a higher packet loss rate and an even higher 
consecutive packet loss rate compared to wired environments. 
Therefore, an effective packet loss recovery scheme with 
adaptive behavior to rapid changes in packet traffic and a 
relatively high packet loss rate is essential, especially for 
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realtime data transmission in mobile computing environments. 
There are many packet recovery mechanisms, such as 

automatic repeat request (ARQ), forward error correction 
(FEC), error-concealment techniques, and interleaving 
methods [4], [5], [9], [10]. 

ARQ is a closed-loop mechanism where the sender 
retransmits the lost packets. Although it can recover the packet 
losses completely, it is not suitable for realtime data because of 
the retransmission latency [4], [5], [10]-[13]. FEC-based 
mechanisms send redundant information, along with the 
original data, so that lost data can be recovered, at least partially, 
from this redundant information. The FEC-based mechanisms 
are divided into media-independent FEC and media-specific 
methods [10]-[13]. Originally, there was much interest in the 
provision of media-independent FEC using block codes (e.g., 
based on Reed-Solomon [14] or on parity codes [15], [16]) to 
provide redundant information. Unfortunately, these techniques 
have the disadvantage of introducing additional delays, since a 
source must wait for the entire block of packets before 
computing and transmitting the redundancy packet. These 
schemes can be used for one-way, near realtime audio 
transmission, but are not suitable for interactive audio 
communications. 

A way of avoiding this delay is to use error-concealment 
algorithms at the receiver to correct the effect of the missing 
packets [9] instead of sending redundant information. Simple 
error-concealment techniques replace the missing audio unit 
with silence, white noise, or a repeated segment. Thus, these 
techniques work well for relatively small loss rates (below 
10%) and for small packets (4-40 ms of audio) but they break 
down when the loss length approaches the length of a phoneme 
(5-100 ms). More sophisticated concealment techniques, such 
as adaptive packetization and concealment (AP/C) [17], exploit 
together the network loss characteristics and the property of 
long-term correlation within a speech signal to mitigate the 
impact of packet losses. This is accomplished by an adaptive 
choice of the packetization interval of the voice stream at the 
sender. Modern speech codecs, such as G.729 [18], use 
concealment algorithms that are defined as part of their 
specification. These algorithms interpolate the missing codec 
parameters based on surrounding and previous values. These 
techniques lead to a good quality of the reconstructed speech if 
the number of consecutive lost frames is small and if the loss 
does not occur at an unvoiced/voiced transition [19]. Hence, 
error-concealment schemes should be regarded not as 
substitutes for FEC, but rather a combination of them. 

In interleaving methods, the packets are first rearranged into 
a matrix form and then transmitted in a column-major order [4], 
[10]. Notice that pure interleaving methods cannot recover any 
packet losses, although they reduce the consecutive packet loss 

ratio. Hence, some studies have considered attaching redundant 
data to interleaved data packets for recovering lost packets. 
Though this approach may improve the packet loss recovery 
ratio, it cannot avoid the overall time delay. It would also make 
little sense to add much redundant information when the loss 
rate is very low [10], [11], [13]. 

These approaches have been demonstrated to work well in 
fixed networks [9], [20]-[23]. However, in mobile computing 
environments, they cannot always offer any guarantee due to 
mobility [24], [25], changing conditions, and unpredictable radio 
link consumption. Therefore, we propose an adaptive packet 
recovery mechanism that is based on the packet loss 
characteristics periodically obtained from the destination. Here, 
we selected the audio stream as a specific example of 
applications. Additionally, we restricted the latency time to 160 
ms since we considered realtime interactive services. It 
corresponds to at most 8 instances of redundant data for each 
packet when the packet is generated for every 20 ms. However, 
more redundant packets introduce more overheads for the packet 
size and bandwidth. The maximum number of redundant 
packets was selected considering all these factors and some 
previous results, such as those in [4] and [11]. We used the RTCP 
protocol as the feedback scheme. In fact, the feedback scheme 
using the receiver report RTCP (RR) packet is already used for 
similar purposes [11], [26]-[29]. However, the RTCP RR packet 
does not support the appropriate fields for application-specific 
information. Therefore, we newly defined and used the format of 
an extended application-defined RTCP (APP) packet. 

In this paper, we first analyze the characteristics of packet 
losses in wired and wireless communications based on the 
Gilbert model. Using the current packet loss characteristic 
parameters reported by the receiver periodically, the sender 
dynamically adjusts the amount and the way of adding 
redundant information to minimize the required bandwidth for 
wireless links and to recover frequent and consecutive losses in 
mobile computing environments. Note that in order to deal 
with both random and consecutive packet losses efficiently, our 
scheme uses relatively large, discontinuous exponential offset 
values. That achieves a remarkably low packet loss rate after 
the recovery process at the receiver and less bandwidth 
consumption even in frequent burst errors of mobile computing 
environments. 

In section II, the packet loss process is analyzed with the 
Gilbert model from the probabilistic point of view. Based on 
this analysis, we present an adaptive packet recovery scheme 
and its detailed algorithms, which can be used for various 
packet loss characteristics and a relatively high packet loss rate. 
An implementation and its experimental analysis are shown in 
section III. Finally, we present conclusions and future work in 
section IV. 
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Fig. 1. The Gilbert model.  

II. Design of an Adaptive Packet Loss Recovery 
Algorithm 

1. The Effect of Exponential Offset Values 

Recently, a lot of effort has gone into modeling data loss in 
packet networks based on the probability theory. Among the 
results, the Gilbert model has experimentally proved itself as 
having the capability of well approximating both random and 
burst errors [8], [11], [12], [30], [31]. We take advantage of the 
Gilbert model to analyze and recover from packet losses in 
mobile computing environments. 

The Gilbert model explains packet loss using a 2-state 
Markov chain (Fig. 1). A packet arriving at the destination 
without any disruption is state-0, and the packet loss is state-1. 
In this case, p  and q  are used to show the characteristics of 
packet loss.  In other words, when the n-th packet has arrived, 
the loss of the next )1( +n -th packet represents a transition 
from state-0 to state-1. The probability of this situation is 
represented by p . Therefore, the probability of a pack loss 
occurring for )1( +n  is ).1( p− Similarly, when the n-th 
packet is lost, the probabilities of )1( +n -th packet to arrive 
and to be lost are represented by q  and )1( q− , respectively. 

Let nX  denote a random variable that is set to 1 if packet n 
is lost, and 0 otherwise. Using nX , the transition probabilities 
p  and q  are expressed in the following way. 

],0|1Pr[ 1 === + nn XXp              (1) 

]1|0Pr[ 1 === + nn XXq .              (2) 

The probability that consecutive packets will preserve the 
same state expresses geometric distribution [30], [32]. Thus, 
according to the geometric distribution, the probability of a 
packet being in state-0 is calculated as follows: 
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The Gilbert model includes an existing procedure for 
computing the packet loss rate. For example, in the RTP/RTCP 
protocol, the fraction lost value is used to represent the ratio of 
lost packets out of a number of transmitted packets. This value 
expresses the probability of a packet being in state-1, and thus 
equal to (4). Using transit probability, the Gilbert model also 
has the ability of the computing consecutive loss rate as well as 
the occasional loss rate. In other words, the probability that n-th, 
(n+1)-th, and (n+2)-th packets are lost consecutively is 
calculated as follows: 
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In this paper, we calculate the packet loss rate based on the 
Gilbert model to consider both occasional and consecutive 
packet losses. Note that when 1=+ qp , the model turns into 
the Bernoulli model (or a 1-state Markov chain model). In the 
Bernoulli model, arrivals or losses of each packet are treated as 
independent events, so the probabilities of packet loss and 
arrival occurring are represented by p and ),1( p−  
respectively. Using Xi, it can be represented as follows: 

     ]1Pr[ == iXp                   (6) 

].0Pr[)1( ==− iXp                (7) 

Until now, many studies on packet recovery schemes have 
considered small and successive offset values: –1, –2, and –3. 
The notation –i means that redundant information of the (n-i)-th 
packet is sent in the primary packet, n. The use of these 
successive offset values can achieve a high recovery rate in 
occasional random errors. However, in the case of burst errors, 
the recovery rate will be very low. 

In our scheme, the receiver analyzes received packets based 
on the Gilbert model and reports the analyzed packet loss and 
delivery probabilities p and q to the sender periodically. The 
sender then makes use of the probabilities to determine both 
the minimum amount and the way of adding redundant 
information to the primary packet to achieve the highest 
recovery rate and the intended service quality. 

The more redundant information is added at the source, the 
more lost packets can be reconstructed. However, sending 
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more redundant copies implies increasing the bandwidth 
requirement at the source (and henceforth the packet loss rate) 
and increasing the end-to-end delay (since the receiver has to 
wait longer for the redundant information). Therefore, a robust 
FEC scheme can be adaptive and choose the FEC mechanism 
according to the network characteristics (such as packet loss 
process, available bandwidth, etc.) at any given time and 
depending upon its impact on the end-to-end delay. 

In mobile computing environments, both the total packet loss 
rate and the successive packet loss rate are relatively high. 
Although it seems natural to use more redundant data for 
relatively high loss rate conditions, we should keep the amount 
of redundant data at a minimum, considering the limited 
bandwidth of the wireless network. We try to minimize the 
overheads according to the sending of redundant data. This 
means that the amount of redundant data used at any given 
time should also depend on the characteristics of the loss 
process at that time. 

The offset values –1 and –2 can be used to recover occasional 
random packet losses, while the offset values –4 and –8 can be 
used to recover consecutive packet losses. Thus, in the case of 
burst errors, we try to increase the offset value of the redundant 
information to get the same effect of the interleaving scheme. 

For example, the offset values of –1, –2, –3 and –4 may fail 
when seven successive packets are lost (Fig. 2). In contrast, the 
offset values of –1, –2, –4 and –8 can recover much more data 
(Fig. 3). 

Dealing with successive packet losses, relatively big offset 
values are more profitable. However, we cannot use an offset 
value that is too large since we need to preserve the realtime 
characteristics. For example, it is common to send packets at 
every 30 ms for audio data sampled at 8000 Hz. For an offset 
value of –8, it can make a maximum latency of 240 ms. Since 
realtime audio data shows very low quality with latency higher 
than 150-250 ms [9], it is difficult to use any higher offset 
values. That is why we adopt 4 as the maximum number of 
redundant data packets. 

2. Derivation of Complete Packet Loss Boundary Graphs 

As presented above, when we use a redundant data scheme, 
the rate of nonrecovered data, even though we used redundant 
data, is more important than the total packet loss rate. In this 
paper, we introduce the “complete packet loss rate,” which 
represents the final loss rate after the recovery process with 
redundant data. Our goal is to find a sequence of offset 
values that increase exponentially so that the complete 
packet loss rate meets a certain user requirement and the 
bandwidth consumption by redundant information is as low 
as possible. 

Primary data Not recovered
Recovered data by the redundant data
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Fig. 2. The recovery scheme using redundant data with four 
successive offset values.  
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Fig. 3. The recovery scheme using redundant data with 
exponential offset values.  

 
As pointed out earlier, we use the redundant data with offset 

values of –1, –2, –4, and –8. Including the case of no redundant 
data, we use a total of five redundant data methods and named 
them the R0-method, R1-method, R2-method, R3-method, and 
R4-method. The R0-method corresponds to the case of no 
redundant data. The R1-, R2-, R3-, and R4-methods use the 
offset values of (–1), (–1, –2), (–1, –2, –4) and (–1, –2, –4, –8), 
respectively. For example, for the n-th primary packet to be 
sent, the R3-method will generate three instances of redundant 
data for the (n–1)th, (n–2)th, and (n–4)th packets. 

Since the R3-method and R4-method use relatively big 
offset values, they can achieve the effect of lowering the 
successive packet loss rate, which is similar to the interleaving 
methods. Since the characteristics of successive packet loss are 
closely related to the total packet loss rate, we should include 
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the offset values of –1 and –2, which contribute to the recovery 
of isolated packet losses. For these reasons, we chose the 
combinations of (–1, –2, –4, –8) offset values. 

Let LossR0, LossR1, LossR2, LossR3, and LossR4 be the 
complete packet loss rates of the R0-, R1-, R2-, R3- and R4-
methods, respectively. Then, from the packet loss and delivery 
probabilities, p and q, respectively, reported from the receiver, 
the sender would predict the complete packet loss rate for each 
method as follows: 
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The complete packet loss rate monotonically decreases with 
respect to the increasing number of redundant data. Hence, for 

the transition probabilities of p and q, where their values are 
between 0 and 1, the following inequality conditions are 
always satisfied. 

 .43210 LossRLossRLossRLossRLossR ≥≥≥≥    (13) 

This monotonic decreasing property makes it easy to 
calculate the complete packet loss rate and select an appropriate 
one for the methods. Figure 4 represents the complete loss rates 
of each method using (8) through (12), where the absolute loss 
rate is increased as the p value becomes higher and abruptly 
decreased as the q value becomes lower. 

Now we introduce an arbitrary threshold value to the 
complete packet loss rate. In environments with comparatively 
high loss rate and low bandwidth, such as mobile computing, it 
might be more reasonable to allow a little loss than to try to 
reliably receive all of the transmitted data. For example, in 
realtime multimedia applications, a little loss of data might not 
affect the quality of service seriously [10] and retransmission 
for full recovery of lost packets might decrease the quality of 
realtime service due to longer end-to-end latency. 

In this case, the attractive alternative is to use the threshold of 
the loss rate that can maintain the tolerated quality in realtime 
 

 

Fig. 4. The complete packet loss rates for each method. 
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applications. Thus, by allowing a loss rate that is lower or the 
same as the threshold, we can achieve the intended quality and 
reduce the overhead of the bandwidth. 

Figure 5, obtained from Fig. 4, shows the boundary graphs 
of the redundant methods according to the threshold α, where 
α is 5%, 10%, 30%, and 40%, respectively. Using Fig. 5, we 
can obtain the domains of the p and q values such that the 
complete packet loss rate is lower than the threshold value of 
the loss rate. This domain can be expressed in a two-
dimensional graph where each area is shown in Fig. 4. Each 
redundant method has a lower complete loss rate than the 
threshold loss rate where all p and q values exist on the upper 
left area. Therefore, given 'p  and 'q  values, the threshold 
of the loss rate is satisfied when we use a redundant method 
whose boundary line is located to the lower right area relative 
to the ( 'p , 'q ) position in the graph. 

In Fig. 5, we can see that when the threshold loss rate 
increases, the boundary of each redundant method moves into 
the lower right corner of the graph. From the viewpoint of a 
specific redundant method, the maximum value of p  
 

becomes larger and the minimum value of q  becomes 
smaller as α increases. The decreasing value of minimum 
q represents the consecutive loss rate being higher because (1–
q ) reflects the characteristics of the consecutive packet losses. 

On the other hand, considering a specific (p, q), the number 
of usable methods increases as α increases. For example, given 
p = 0.2, q = 0.6, and α= 5%, R2-method, R3-method, and 

R4-method are only satisfied with a complete loss rate that is 
less than the threshold loss rate value. However, when α is 
30%, R0-method and R1-method are also satisfied. 

3. Implementation through Extension of RTP/RTCP 

The receiver plays realtime multimedia data after recovering 
the lost data with redundant data. After a regular time interval, 
it gathers the loss characteristics of transmitted packets and 
feedbacks information in the form of transit probabilities of the 
Gilbert model, p and q, to the sender. Using this information, 
the sender computes and predicts the loss rate of each 
redundant method (section II.2) and selects the appropriate 
 

 

Fig. 5. The complete packet loss boundary graph according to the threshold α. 
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redundant method. Because the sender and receiver exchange 
the information to select an appropriate method periodically, 
this proposed scheme can dynamically adapt to changes of the 
characteristics of the packet loss patterns over networks. 

A. Extension of RTP/RTCP Packets 

Based on RFC1889 and RFC1890 specifications, we use the 
RTP data packet and RTCP APP packet to implement our 
scheme. As Fig. 6 shows, when X field is set to 1 in an RTP 
packet, it indicates that there is a header extension part, which 
includes redundant information, between the RTP header and 
the data part. The size of redundant data can be set in the length 
field of the header extension part. In section III, we experiment 
with the redundant data of the G.723.1 speech codec, whose 
bitrate is 6.3 Kbps, and the codec processes speech in 30 ms 
frames; thus, an RTP data packet has no redundant data or has 
redundant data of 24 to 96 bytes. The RTP header extension 
part contains the following information: 

- extension type: type of redundant method (R1- 4) 
- redundant data length: total size of redundant data block 
- redundant data: redundant payload field 

 

0                            15                             31

V P X CC M PT sequence number 

timestamp 

SSRC identifier 

(first)  CSRC identifier #1 

… 

(last)  CSRC identifier #15 

extension type redundant data length 

redundant data 

Application payload 

 Fig. 6. An RTP packet including redundant data block.  
 

Table 1 shows the overheads for each method used in our 
scheme. Clearly, adding redundant information increases the 
bandwidth requirements of the codec. However, the use of 
G.723.1 codec as the redundant information adds only a small 
amount of overhead to an RTP packet. For example, using one 
speech frame (30 ms) per packet, the use of G.711 pulse code 
modulation (PCM) codec as the primary and G.723.1 as the 
redundant data results in about a 10-40% increase in the size 
of a packet used in each method. For example, in case of 

Table 1. Overhead for each method using redundant data. 

Used 
methods 

The amount of 
redundant 

(bytes per frame)

An RTP packet size 
including extension 
type and redundant 

length (bytes) 

Increasing 
ratio for 

RTP packet

No redundant 0 252 (12+240) 1 

R1-method 24 280 (12+240+4+24) 1.11 

R2-method 48 304 (12+240+4+48) 1.20 

R3-method 72 328 (12+240+4+72) 1.30 

R4-method 96 352 (12+240+4+96) 1.40 

 
R4-method, an RTP packet has 352 bytes including the RTP 
header length (12 bytes), the extension type field (2 bytes), and 
the redundant data length field (2 bytes). 

In our scheme, the receiver sends the feedback information to the 
sender via an RTCP APP packet to deliver the transit probabilities  
p and q, since the current RTCP RR packet does not support the 
appropriate fields for the application-specific information. Figure 
7 shows the format of an extended RTCP APP packet. The RTCP 
APP header contains the following information: 

- name:   indicates the probability information of 
receiving status (= "PVAL") 

- p_value: a value of transit probability p 
- q_value: a value of transit probability q 

 
0                           15                               31

V P subtype PT(=204) length 

SSRC/CSRC 

name 

p_value 

q_value 

 Fig. 7. The format of extended RTCP APP packet.  

B. Receiver Action Algorithm 

The main role of the receiver in this scheme is to keep track 
of the transit probabilities, p and q, in order to periodically 
report to the sender. Although the transit probabilities are the 
theoretical values in the Markov chain process, we can 
calculate the probabilities by tracking the state transition of the 
received packets. 

As Fig. 8 shows, we can analyze the number of the state 
transition by the sequence number of the received packets. We 
denote the number of state transitions corresponding to the 
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transit probabilities of p, q, )1( p− , and )1( q− as P, Q, P′, 
and Q′, respectively. 

Table 2 shows the calculated transit probabilities p and q for 
the case shown in Fig. 8. 
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Thus, the fraction lost value in an RTCP RR packet is 
calculated as follows: 
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+
==
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Whenever the receiver receives an RTP data packet, it 
updates the number of cases corresponding to the probabilities, 
p and q. It also calculates the probabilities p and q when it 
needs to transmit an RTCP APP packet to the sender. Therefore, 
the default time interval is set to around 5 seconds, which is 
recommended by the RTP/RTCP protocol. For voice data of 
8000 Hz, it indicates a transmission of about 165 packets 
during the period. 
 

 Fig. 8. The analysis of the state transitions over received packets.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

P' P Q P' P' P Q P' P Q P' P Q' Q' Q P' P' P' P'
Cases 

arrived packet

lost packet

Packet sequence numbers 

P : case of (n+1)-th packet lost after n-th packet received 
P' : case of n-th and (n+1)-th packet received consecutively 
Q : case of (n+1)-th packet received after n-th packet lost 
Q' : case of n-th and (n+1)-th packet lost consecutively 

 
 

Table 2. The number of state transitions for each case from Fig. 8. 

The transit 
of states 

P 
(S0 →S1) 

P’ 
(S0 →S0) 

Q 
(S1 →S0) 

Q’ 
(S1 →S1) 

The number 
of states 4 9 4 2 

  

C. Sender Action Algorithm 

Whenever a sender receives an RTCP APP packet, it 
calculates the complete loss rates of each redundant method 
using the p and q values in the packet. The complete loss rate 

of a method is defined as an expected value of the future loss 
rate that is supposed to be obtained when using the 
corresponding method. For example, when the expected value 
of the loss rate is 0.06, the probability that a specific packet 
cannot be recovered at all, even if redundant data in other 
packets is used, is 6%. 

The sender selects a redundant method that has a complete 
loss rate less than the threshold. The threshold α represents the 
maximum value of allowable loss rate that can be determined 
by users. When two or more methods satisfy the threshold 
value, the sender selects a method that has the minimum 
number of redundant data among them. For example, when 
both the R2-method and the R3-method are satisfied with the 
threshold value, the receiver selects the R2-method. Therefore, 
it maintains a complete loss rate that is less than the threshold, 
and it also minimizes the overhead of bandwidth requirements 
by reducing the size of packets compared to the R3-method. 
The selected method is used until the sender receives the next 
RTCP APP packet. 

III. Experimental Analysis 

1. Experimentation 

To evaluate the scheme proposed in section II, we 
implemented the adaptive realtime audio transmission 
application based on the RTP protocol modules, rtptools [33] 
and NeVoT [34]. The two end systems, Pentium III 450 MHz 
notebooks with 128 MB memory running Linux, were 
interconnected via an Internet simulator over a 10 Mbps 
Ethernet. The Internet simulator was used to simulate the 
characteristics of packet losses in mobile computing 
environments and generate random and burst losses based on 
the transition probabilities, p and q, of the Gilbert model. For 
one session between a sender and receiver, we considered a 
bandwidth of about 1 Mbps. 

For experimental data, we used PCM (64Kbps) data for the 
primary data whose sampling rate was 8000 Hz. For redundant 
data, we used G.723.1 codec to reduce the bandwidth 
requirement for transmission. The redundant data were 
included in the RTP header extension field. The information for 
packet losses was included in the RTCP APP packet, and the 
receiver combined the RTCP APP packet and RTCP RR packet, 
and then sent the compound packet to the sender. 

To reflect the characteristics of packet losses and delay in 
mobile computing environments, we determined the domain of 
p and q, and experimented with about thirty (p, q) sampling 
values within the domain. Figure 9 shows the packet loss rates 
for p, when q was given in the range of 0.1 to 0.9 for our 
experimentation. Since mean loss rates and consecutive loss 
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rates are higher on mobile networks than on wired networks, 
we could determine the maximum and minimum values of p 
and q by assuming the packet loss rates to be approximately 
from 20% to 50% and the number of consecutive lost packets 
to be approximately from 2 to 7 and by referring to Fig. 9. 

The value of q was derived using the mean residence time 
(MRT) of the Gilbert model. The MRT represents the average 
residence time in state-1, which represents the packet loss. 
Thus, the MRT derived by a stochastic process was 1/q [11], 
[12]. The average number of consecutively lost packets ranged 
from 2 to 7. Therefore, the value of 1/q varied from 2 to 7. 
Consequently, the value of q will be between 0.143 and 0.500. 
Due to the fact that the speech quality is not generally 
satisfying with packet loss rates any higher than 10% [2], [9], 
we set the threshold value of the target loss rate to 5% in this 
experiment. 
 

 Fig. 9. The determination of experimental domain, 
given 0.2 ≤ loss rate ≤ 0.5. 
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2. Measurement and Analysis 

We carried out our experiment over a LAN environment. We 
observed and compared the complete loss rates of each 
redundant method when the mean packet loss rate was 25.5%, 
and (p, q) = (0.12, 0.35). We set the measuring period to 5 
seconds, which is equivalent to the period of the feedback 
information in RTCP. 

Figure 10 shows the evolution of the loss rate measured over 
time for the connection between the sender and receiver, while 
each redundant method was statically used under the same 
experimental network condition with the target loss rate, i.e., 
the threshold value of a tolerated loss rate at 5%. Table 3 shows 
the comparison of the result values measured in Fig. 10 with 
the results of the theoretical probability as computed in section 

II.2. The experimental results are similar to those of the 
theoretical. 

In the theoretical results, the R0-method had a mean loss rate 
of 24.0%. The R1-method, R2-method, R3-method, and R4-
method had mean loss rates of 15.4%, 9.8%, 4.4%, and 1.2%, 
respectively. 

We observed that the R3-method and R4-method had lower 
loss rates than the desired threshold value α (= 5%). Therefore, 
the adaptive redundant transmission scheme described in 
section II.2 used the R3-method and R4-method in order to 
maintain the loss rate close to the threshold value of α, and 
selected the R2-method when the loss rate was temporarily low 
to minimize the bandwidth requirements. 
 

 Fig. 10. The complete packet loss rates for static redundant 
information, where (p, q) = (0.12, 0.35) and α= 5%. 
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Table 3. The complete loss rates, where (p, q) = (0.12, 0.35). 

Methods 
(being used statically) 

Measured 
results (%) 

Theoretical 
results (%) 

R0-method (no redun.) 24.0 25.5 

R1-method 15.4 16.6 

R2-method 9.8 10.8 

R3-method 4.4 5.0 

R4-method 1.2 1.6 

 

 
Figure 11 shows the complete loss rates from two cases 

where the nonredundant method and adaptive redundant 
transmission mechanism were used over the same connection. 
As we can see in Fig. 11, the complete loss rates fluctuated 
around the threshold value α when the adaptive redundant 
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transmission mechanism was used, even though the loss rate in 
the experimental network varied between 15% and 40%. 

We observed that the R2-method, R3-method and, R4-
method utilized 9.5%, 57.2%, and 33.3% respectively, in the 
adaptive redundant transmission scheme. To analyze these 
results, recall the complete packet loss boundary graph in Fig. 5. 
When the threshold value α was 5%, it corresponded to Fig. 5 
(a), and for convenience, the same boundary graph is shown in 
Fig. 12. 

Point (1) in Fig. 12 indicates that the p value is equal to 0.12 
and the q value is 0.35. As the point is located around the 
 

 Fig. 11. The measured loss rate of the nonredundant and of the 
adaptive redundant mechanism, where (p, q) = (0.12, 0.35),
α=5%. 
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 Fig. 12. The boundary of domain of each redundant 
method, where α=5%. 
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Table 4. The comparison for the values of (p, q), where the mean
packet loss rate is 33%. 

        (p,q)
Redundant 
Methods 

(0.1, 0.2) (0.15,0.3) (0.2, 0.4) (0.3, 0.6)

Non-Redundant 31.45 % 32.03 % 32.31 % 33.29 %

R1-method 25.23 % 22.51 % 19.27 % 13.28 %

R2-method 20.16 % 15.60 % 11.29 % 5.17 % 

R3-method 13.60 % 8.41 % 4.75 % 1.85 % 

R4-method 6.78 % 3.21 % 1.68 % 0.62 % 

Adaptive -method 7.33 % 4.16 % 3.42 % 3.49 % 

 

 

 

Fig. 13. Frequency distribution of the number of 
consecutively lost packets. 
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boundary of the R3-method, we used the R3-method or R4- 
method to remain close to the threshold value α. If the R1-
method or R2-method was used, we could not satisfy the 
threshold. If we used only the R4-method, we would obtain 
lower loss rates than the threshold. Consequently, the 
bandwidth requirements would be increased due to more usage 
of redundant data. Because point (2), given that (p, q) = (0.2, 
0.2), is located below the boundary of the R4-method, none of 
the redundant methods satisfy the threshold value α. 

Table 4 shows the complete loss rates for the value of (p, q) 
where the mean loss rate is 33%. We observed that the 
complete loss rates measured of each (p, q) differed from that 
of others. This result indicates that the packet loss rates as well 
as the characteristics of consecutive losses are important factors 
in the loss process. 

Mainly, (1–q) reflects the characteristics of consecutive 
losses, which also implies that the lower the q value, the higher 
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the consecutive losses. Thus, when the q value is less than the 
limit of consecutive loss that each redundant method accepts, 
the complete loss rate is higher because the lost packets are not 
successfully recovered. 

Figure 13 shows the distribution of the number of 
occurrences of n consecutive losses for (p, q) = (0.1, 0.2) and  
(p, q) = (0.3, 0.6). Both satisfy the geometric distribution 
similarly, however they differ in the slope of the distributions. 
The result indicates that although we have the same packet loss 
rate, the characteristics of the lost packets can be very different. 
This fact shows that the above analysis is important for the 
selection of an appropriate redundant method in the recovery 
process of lost packets. 

IV. Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper, we proposed an adaptive packet loss recovery 
scheme that efficiently recovers occasional and consecutive 
packet losses in mobile computing environments. The 
proposed scheme analyzes, based on the Gilbert model, the 
characteristics of packet losses that may occur due to a low 
bandwidth, higher bit error rate, user mobility, etc. The sender 
adaptively adjusts both the amount and the way of adding 
redundant data based on the transition probabilities periodically 
reported by the receiver. 

For consecutive packet losses, our scheme particularly 
selects the redundant data with the offset values, such as –4 and 
–8, to get the effect of an interleaving scheme. From the use of 
the exponential offset values in our scheme, we obtained a 
result that minimized the mean packet loss rate as well as the 
consecutiveness of packet losses. This adaptive scheme also 
reduces the bandwidth requirements by dynamically selecting 
the redundant method according to the current network 
conditions. 

The proposed mechanism used the RTP protocol to transmit 
realtime data and redundant information and extended the 
RTCP APP packet to deliver feedback information about 
packet losses. To verify the effectiveness of our scheme, we 
implemented the adaptive realtime audio transmission 
application and then simulated and analyzed it with two end 
systems. These analyses demonstrated that the proposed 
scheme greatly improved the recovery rates of lost packets in 
mobile computing environments. 

Traditionally, realtime multimedia services can be classified 
into streaming services, such as audio on demand or video on 
demand, and interactive services, such as internet telephony. In 
the case of streaming services, we were able to minimize the 
quality degradation due to packet loss or delay using 
prebuffering and/or large offset values. However, we also 
considered interactive services as the application area of our 

mechanism and thus we chose the maximum latency bound as 
240 ms, which is the latency limit for interactive applications. 
Therefore, we have the maximum offset value of –8, which is 
the maximum value for 240 ms latency. 

In this paper, we focused on the algorithm itself based on the 
unicast model between a sender and a receiver. We think that 
an extension to the multi-case situation and testing the scheme 
on real customers will be valuable for future work. For 
example, as a brute-force approach, we can select the worst-
case values among the multiple feedback packets. However, 
we hope to perform various experiments on this multicast 
situation [6] to make it a meaningful result. Moreover, 
additional experiments should be conducted with a wider range 
of realtime video applications, such as internet multimedia 
conferencing, or video on demand. 
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